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Model tests on the Shoulder Ice Barrier (SIB) were performed in the large ice tank of the 
Hamburg Ship Model Basin (HSVA) during July 2007 as part of HYDRALAB III. The main 
goal was to investigate the conceptual design of the SIB and assess ice forces and ice rubble 
build-up. Model test results showed that the SIB potentially could be utilized as ice protection 
structure for future shallow water application. Based on performed model tests a computational 
model for simulating ice-SIB interactions was developed. This computational ice-structure 
interaction model involves the simulation of ice rubble accumulations and accordingly the 
exerted ice forces to the structure. The computational model is developed within the 
framework of finite elements, in which characteristic fracture of failing ice is handled by the 
cohesive zone approach. We compare the computational results with the ones obtained during 
the model testing. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Ice barriers may be employed for the purpose of protecting offshore installations in shallow water or 
providing an additional shelter for harbours against moving ice. Gürtner et al. (2006) presented a 
concept of ice protection for shallow water drilling. This concept, which, in relation with its 
characteristic shoulder section, was termed the Shoulder Ice Barrier (SIB) was tested in model scale in 
the large ice tank of the Hamburg Ship Model Basin (HSVA) during July 2007. The main goal of the 
SIB design was to activate effective ice breaking on the structure and to promote the generation of 
upstream ice rubble, which, at least partly, should be stabilized on the SIB itself. The detailed outcome 
of the model tests campaign is presented elsewhere (Gürtner and Gudmestad, 2008; Gürtner et al., 
2008). 

Full-scale experience with structures in ice is sparse. Therefore, model tests are performed to 
assess a new structure in ice. However, model tests may also be utilized as a basis for development of 
numerical ice-structure interaction models which then could apply in more general and to varying 
boundary conditions or to different structural layouts. The advantage of using model tests as reference 
for developing numerical ice-structure interaction models, instead of full scale data, is that model tests 
are performed in a controlled environment where modelling parameters and ice properties are known. 
Herein model test results were utilized in an inverse analysis to develop a new ice-structure interaction 
model. The computational model is developed within the framework of finite elements. Characteristic 
fracture of failing ice is handled by the cohesive zone approach, in which finite elements are allowed 
to separate based on a pre-defined fracture law, i.e. the traction-separation law.  

 
2. RESULTS 

The present paper presents results of the numerical simulations of ice-SIB interaction by means of the 
newly developed ice-structure interaction model. Model tests yield as a reference and comparison to 
this modelling results. Initial level ice braking on the SIB during model tests is shown in Fig. 1a, while 
Fig. 1b depicts ice rubble accumulations. Model tests revealed a close dependence of the measured ice 
force in relation to ice breaking and the extent of the upstream ice rubble. Hence, both ice 
accumulation processes and accordingly ice forces on the SIB are essential parts in the numerical 
simulation. The numerical simulations are carried out at the scale of the model in the ice tanks and, 
hence, a Froude scaling factor 1:20 applies to full-scale values. 
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Figure 1. a) Model test observation of initial flexural failure of the level ice sheet;  
and b) model test observation of rubble accumulation on the SIB. 

 
In the framework of conventional finite elements, the bulk ice mass, representing the level ice 

sheet, is firstly discretized by finite elements and thereafter cohesive elements are placed along all 
internal element boundaries as interfacial elements. Fig. 2 a) shows the set-up of the finite element 
model. Fig. 2 b) shows a close-up of the discretized ice, where cohesive elements are shown to divide 
the bulk ice mass in the horizontal and vertical directions. Bulk elements account for the constitutive 
behaviour of the ice in terms of stress and strain, whereas the cohesive elements track the traction as a 
function of the crack-opening displacement in terms of a material specific traction-separation law. The 
area under this curve equals the fracture energy. Water is modelled by an Eulerian grid in which the 
material flows through a mesh fixed in space and, consequently, results in correct buoyancy forces for 
the floating ice sheet together with inertia and damping terms. Ice submergence and up-lift may thus 
consistently be modelled. The SIB is considered being rigid and, as in the model tests, the SIB impacts 
the level ice with a constant velocity of 0.11 m/s. The ice thickness investigated herein is 0.03 m, 
whereas the shoulder inclination is 10°. As in the model test, ice forces are indirectly measured at the 
supports between SIB bottom and the moving carriage, here idealized by a moving plate.  
 

 
Figure 2 a) Set-up of the finite element boundary value problem including the SIB, water and ice; and 
b) close-up of the ice revealing bulk elements bordered by vertical and horizontal cohesive elements. 

 
Fig. 3 shows a side view snap-shot of the ice-SIB simulation. Ice is seen to approach the SIB from 

left and fail against the inclined SIB surface whereafter the ice is pushed up the slope and shoulder. 
During this interaction an ice rubble pile develops upstream which partly submerges due its own 
weight. The bouncy of this rubble pile supports ice up riding. Fig. 4 compares the experimentally 
obtained horizontal ice force from model tests with the ones resulting from numerical simulations as a 
consequence of the initial interaction process onto the SIB. Some deviation between model test ice 
force compared to the simulated ice force is seen. That is, the simulated ice force exceeds the 
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experimental force after about 13 seconds. The simulated force is rather stationary after about 20 s. 
The high load peak in model tests could not be attained by numerical simulations. The differences are 
accordingly expressed by the 95-percentiles with a relative deviation of about 170 N.  

 

Figure 3. Side-view into the centre of the 
upstream ice rubble accumulation. 

Figure 4. Experimental and simulated ice force 
comparison. 

 
Even though the numerical model needs considerable further development in order to predict and 

hindcast ice-structure interactions in detail and with true accuracy and precision, it, so far, already 
shows some interesting features which could be numerically modelled by combining conventional 
finite elements with the cohesive zone approach. Namely i) ice breaking, ii) rubble pile build up by ice 
submergence and uplift, and iii) time varying interface forces. In particular, a coupled interaction 
model capable of modelling of ice breaking as a result of exceeding certain fracture energy, resulting 
in abrupt interface force drops (see. Fig. 4), is considered to be a considerable achievement of this new 
model. 

 
3.  CONCLUSIONS 

On basis of model tests of the Shoulder Ice Barrier in the large ice tank of the HSVA a new ice-
structure interaction model has been developed. This numerical model was able to hindcast the 
physical scale model results with regards to ice breaking and the physical processes in general and to 
some minor extend the measured interaction ice forces. The numerical model shows to have 
considerable engineering potentials for further development. 
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